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How we got here

#1 - RECORD RETENTION

#4 - MAINTENANCE AND BACKUP OF 

ELECTRONIC DATA

https://www.lians.ca/standards/law-office-management-standards/1-record-retention
https://www.lians.ca/standards/law-office-management-standards/4-maintenance-and-backup-electronic-data


Do you feel 
like this?



Follow the path



One path for all client data



Certain Rules provide directions

Legal obligations to not hold, to destroy, or to 
return:  PIPEDA/personal information, Code/client 
property.

Legal obligations to produce for a time: for LIANS, 
for complaints, client ID, financial records

Legal obligation to keep or transfer: foundation 
documents for real estate transactions 



Shredding=Privacy;  Privacy=Shredding



Anything you keep, you safeguard

Code & case law: 
confidentiality & privilege

PIPEDA: personal 
information

Code: client property



Write a Policy. Why?

To protect you: it answers the 
question, “Why did you 
keep/destroy this particular file?”

To make it easier for you: the Policy 
makes all your decisions file-by-file

You may refer to it in your retainer 
letter/agreement for clarity



Make a Policy

• Legal Services Support – File Retention/Destruction Policy 

Template

https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/File-Retention-Destruction-Template-Policy.pdf


Retainer language example:

To protect your privacy, we will return original 
documents to you upon conclusion of our work, 
then destroy your file according to our policy 
after a reasonable retention period to comply 
with certain professional obligations. 



Create Your Policy: 3 steps

1 •Decide what you will cull and when

2
•Set general retention period

3
•Spell-out any exceptions



Step 1 Decide what to cull

Don’t keep what you don’t have to:

• Decide what to return or even destroy
• Original documents, including wills - return
• Documents that can be reproduced from an 

authority - return to client or destroy
• Sensitive personal information -return/destroy
• Area of law specific considerations – eg Crown 

disclosure 



Step 2  Set general retention period

Applies to all files unless you write an 

exception for a file type.

• Clear your mind of pre-existing ways of 
doing things, they can cost you time and 
money.

• Review the legal obligations. 

• Apply your skill and judgement…



You might well conclude:

• We can only keep personal information as long as 
needed to fulfill a purpose as permitted by 
PIPEDA.

• Files have lots of personal information; 
eliminating it all by culling is not practical.

• Privacy, confidentiality and privilege are 
important.

• The longest-lasting legal obligation to keep a file 
is typically to produce it in the event of a claim.



You will also want to know:

LIANS indicates that claims, across all files, 
are quite rare once 15 years have elapsed 
from the date of closure.

LIANS also indicates that they would not 
deny coverage simply because a lawyer 
destroyed the file pursuant to a bona fide 
policy. 



Limitation of Actions Act

Look at it to satisfy 
yourself

Reflect on the 2/15 
scheme 

Take into account the 
risk of discoverability in 
years 3-15

https://nslegislature.ca/sites/default/files/legc/statutes/limitation%20of%20actions.pdf


Entertain this question:

❑Having due regard to the need to protect 
personal, confidential and privileged 
information…

❑considering applicable limitations law,

❑the likelihood of any claims given the passage of 
time 

❑and the fact you can still be covered if you do this 
in a bona fide manner

❑what for your firm, in your professional opinion…



Your general retention period:

❑…is the appropriate number of years to retain 
files?

________ years.

(You will be able to carve out exceptions by file 
type after you answer this question)



Success!



Risks of too low or too high

Lower ranges

• Have you given sufficient
consideration to the 
possibility of claims in years 
3-15?

• The bona fides of your 
policy might come under 
scrutiny if there’s a claim

• Might undermine the 
protection you want to 
achieve by making a policy

Higher ranges

• Rethink PIPEDA compliance. 
Beyond 15 it’s harder to 
argue retention is 
necessary. Do you need 
client permission?

• If offering a service of 
having that file for a very 
long time, do a cost-benefit 
analysis, include actual 
costs and risks

• Don’t overextend yourself



Step 3 Spell-out any Exceptions

• Recommend you keep it simple.

• LAA exceptions: minors & incapacity.

• By file type. NOT by client or file-by-file. 
Eliminate the subjective.

• Mandatory exceptions: client property inc. 
wills,  and foundation documents.



Exceptions Are:

• Objective

• Based on broad categories/file types

Examples:

• All criminal law files, or all criminal files 
ending in acquittal, after appeal period is run

• All will instructions



These are NOT exceptions

• Client X will never sue me

• I did great work on this file

Why?

• Your subjective opinion 

• Not broad categories



Be careful with certain exceptions

All mortgage files where the mortgage has been 
discharged.
All purchase files where the client no longer owns 
the property.
• Think about what could go wrong if you did the 

sale or discharge and add some time.
• Foundation docs & true copies.
• Unless you systematically check all purchase or 

mortgage files, you could be accused of picking 
particular files to destroy



Poll

Which of these are valid exceptions to your general 
retention period:

A) Litigation files where the client was happy with the 
work and signed a release.

B) The client agreed in the retainer agreement that I 
could destroy the file as soon as the work is complete.

C) 2 years have passed on this file, and in my experience 
this client would have said something if anything was 
wrong.

D) Property files, because the Province is responsible 
after ten years.



Answer: no shortcuts around the path

None of the above.
A, B, and C: Regardless of what your client thinks or 
agrees to, or your judgement about what they 
might think, retention for a time is required to 
support your insurer, respond to a complaint and 
fulfill client ID requirements. Don’t forget the 
discoverability exceptions in the LAA.
D is a commonly-believed distraction: you can be 
sued directly by a real estate client regardless of the 
10 yr provision in the LRA, so what matters is 
limitation law.  



Lessons

• Keep any exceptions broad, eg by area of law

• KISS: the simpler the better, so rely on your 
general retention period as much as possible. 
It’s too easy to stumble off the path if you try 
to get fancy.



Off the safe path

• “Just in case”

– I’ll keep it a bit longer than the time I think is 
reasonable…

– Maybe that title search will come in handy

– I ever write a book

– My successor might want it

Worst case: you create questions about why you 
kept it.



Also off the safe path

• It’s my life’s work and I’m having trouble 
letting it go 

• What if my client later needs something?

• I was taught to hold property files for 20, 25, 
40 years

• I need to keep it until the Bar Society tells me 
to destroy it

Consequences: figure out how to adhere to 
PIPEDA and good luck trying to exit practice.



What has changed since you started out?  1 of 2

• Tech revolution.

• Lawyers now have more diverse careers, don’t 
stay in once place as often.

• Paper has gone from being an asset to a liability: 
nobody else wants your paper, it scares potential 
successors, can interfere with retirement.

• Old LAA + wild west case law became a new law 
with an ultimate limitation period.

• POL. …/2



What changed?  2 of 2

• PIPEDA

• Clients and lawyers: the relationship evolved, 
many clients became transient consumers, 
lawyers increasingly concentrate. 

• Holding clients’ old files is increasingly 
meaningless.

• There are now less burdensome ways to do 
things that fit with the times.



What if I didn’t cull my files?

• Figure out what is client property and offer it 
back to the client

• They probably don’t want it 

• If it’s an important original, it belongs with 
client but they can direct destruction

• It shouldn’t be hard to get an email to say, “Go 
ahead and destroy file.”

• When your policy says destroy, destroy.



Resources
• Succession Planning Guide (starting at p.6)

• File Retention Destruction Template Policy (PDF)

• File Retention Destruction Template Policy (Word)

• Foundation Document File Checklist (PDF)

• Foundation Document File Checklist (Word)

• File Closing Checklist (PDF)

• File Closing Checklist (Word)

• Limitation of Actions Act

• lss@nsbs.org

https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Succession-Planning-Guide.pdf
https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/File-Retention-Destruction-Template-Policy.pdf
https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/File-Retention-Destruction-Template-Policy.docx
https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Foundation-Document-File-Checklist.pdf
https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Foundation-Document-Checklist.docx
https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/File-Closing-Checklist.pdf
https://nsbs.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/File-Closing-Checklist.docx
https://nslegislature.ca/sites/default/files/legc/statutes/limitation%20of%20actions.pdf
mailto:lss@nsbs.org


The path



Summary

• Straightest available path

• Make a policy, then follow it

• Include a culling policy

• Set a general retention period 

• If you choose to make written exceptions, KISS

• Policy applies to paper and electrons

• Call us for support


